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From	Italian	Privacy	Code	to	the	
European	Regulation:

WHAT	CHANGES



Harmonization
• It replaces Directive 94/56/CE and the various laws of
transposition in the Member States

• Directly applicable in all EU Member States: it does not require a
national law for implementation

• The only reference standard for the European Union, with the
possibility of minor modifications by the National Legislators

• The Regulation is already in force since May 24, 2016, with a
delayed effect on May 25, 2018



Privacy	by	design
• Data Protection since the stage of conception and design of a data
processing or a system, adopting behaviours that could prevent potential
problems

• Impact assessment before proceeding to a data processing that presents high
risks for the right of people

• Protection of the data should became the default (Privacy by default)

• Introduced the figure of the Data Protection Offier (“DPO”), in charge of the
proper management of personal information (data) in companies and
organizations

• Voluntary certification



Accountability
• The Regulation promotes the Accountability of data controller
• Adoption of policies and approaches that take into account
constantly the risk that data protection may entail for rights and
freedom of data subjects

• Appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure –
and be able to demonstrate – that data processing is done in
compliance with the Regulation (reviewed and updated when
necessary)
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SUBJECTS



Data	Controller

• “Controller” is the subject, natural or legal person, which
determines the purposes and means of processing

• “Processing” means any operation carried put and applied to
personal data, even the mere preservation



Processor
• Is the natural or legal person who carries out the processing “on
behalf” of the Controller

• May appoint other processor
• Necessary the signing of an agreement



Persons	authorised	to	process	
personal	data

• Are the persons authorised to process personal data under the
direct authority of the Controller or Processor

• Must indicate the scope of authorisation
• Compulsory their education and training



Data	Protection Officer (“DPO”)
• Apical role
• Specialised (regulatory expertise and practices)
• Autonomous

• Responsible
• Informs and advise the Data Controller and the Processor, as well
as employees, about obligations under the European Regulation

• Verify that the current regulation and internal policies are
implemented



FULLFILMENTS



Disclosures
• May refer to standardized icons, identical throughout the EU

• It can be verbal or written, in the interest of the Data Controller will be
safest to be in writing ad probationem

• Must state the purpose of the processing

• It should be as complete as possible

• News: must indicate the period of data retention or the criteria used
to indicate this period

• Data value if properly collected



Consent
• Freely given, specific, informed and unequivocal manifestation of
the subject, with which the same manifests his consent, or by a
declaration or by an unequivocally positive action

• Always necessary, with certain exception, including the legitimate
interest

• The subject may revoke it at any time



NEWS	IN	BRIEF…



Records	of	processing	activities
• Records of Controller and Processor
• Mandatory for companies with more than 250 employees and for
companies dealing with particular categories of data (“sensitive”,
biometric, criminal convictions and offences)

• It replaces the notification requirement
• Written form (including electronic)



Data	Breach
• The violation of personal data must be handled immediately
• Notification to Supervisory Authority within 72 hours
• Il Controller documents any violation (circumstances,
consequences, measures taken to remedy it)

• Communication to the subject interested by the violation when the
violation itself is likely to present a high risk for the rights and
freedom of individuals



Data	Protection	Impact	Assessment
• It replaces the notification, in the ratio of the principle of accountability

• Mandatory in case of the presence of high risk for the rights and freedom of
individuals, when used new technologies

• In particular it is required in the case of :

Ø systematic evaluation of personal aspects based on automated processing
(including profiling of natural person)

Ø processing on a large scale of some particular categories of data
(“sensitive”, biometric, judicial)

Ø systematic surveillance on large scale of a public zone

• It should be made before processing



Security	measures
• Appropriate security measures
• Two requirements:

Ø risk assessment

Ø implementation of measures to mitigate those risks (eg.
encryption)

• Possibility of certification



The	right	to	be	forgotten
• Right to obtain the erasure of personal data
• A rule already existing in the Italian Law
• Great relief after the ruling “Google Spain” (balance between the
right of the press and right of cancellation)



Right	to	data	portability

• Conditions:
Ø processing with automated means

Ø data provided

• The data subject has the right to receive the personal dta
concerning him or her in a structured, commonly used and
machine-readable format and has the right to transmit those data
to another controller



PENALTIES



Conditions
• Effective, proportionate and dissuasive
• Not provided a minimum
• Obligations violation (Controller – Processor – Entities): up to 10
millions EUR or up to the 2% of the total annual worldwide
turnover

• Violations of basic principles and rights of the data subject: up to
20 million EUR or up to 4% of the total annual worldwide turnover

• Do not forget the compensation for civil damages



CONCLUSIONS



Final	considerations
• Privacy is further and further away from the “paper” and
approaches to business processes (also should be taken of this in
the MOG under Italian Law n. 231/2001)

• Privacy by Design

• Principle of Accountability and Risk Based Approach
• The personal data is a value, an asset, if properly collected
• Need to check the compliance to the European Regulation as
from today (Whereas n. 171) to be ready for May 25, 2018
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…	BREXIT



Possible	scenarios
• As with other Countries of the world, adequacy decision pursuant
to article 26 of the Directive 95/46/CE (article 45 Regulation)

• In case of inadequacy (especially to the new provisions of the
European Regulation):

Ø Consent (currently article 44, 1° paragraph, letter a) of Italian
Privacy Code)

Ø Model contract/clauses (article 26, 4° paragraph Directive
95/46/CE)

• Bilateral agreement (as for American “Privacy Shield” although not
yet used)



Thanks	for	your	attention

Avv. Riccardo Pasolini
r.pasolini@chitaly.it

www.chitaly.it



Clarkson	Hyde	in	Italy

Our Firm was founded in 1967.

In 2002 it began its process of development abroad by becoming an associate of an international network and in 2012 it became
the official partner in Italy of Clarkson Hyde International (“CH International”), which is an independent international Firm
present in Europe, Asia and Australia.

CH International currently has more than 500 professionals in more than 35 Countries.

The Italian Firm has 4 Partners, 2 Associates and 19 members of the Team.

The Italian Firm practices in three core areas:

v Tax and accounting;

v Business organisation and outsourcing of processes;

v Law.

Our philosophy and aim is that of providing innovative services and advice by understanding in depth the needs of our clients and
the nature of their businesses to help them reach the objectives they have set themselves.

One thing does not change over the years since 1967: Our Commitment to Excellence.



Clarkson Hyde International


